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people

inside
People is the section for the human fi gure. Whether its portraits or action 
shots if it’s has a Human being as the subject matter this is where you will 
fi nd it.

Inside is the section where you’ll fi nd anything under a roof. With different 
types of lighting and a restricted subect matter this is one of the toughest 
settings to shoot.
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contributorscontributors
Alemdag

http://www.fl ickr.com/photos/alemdag/
Beesketch

http://www.fl ickr.com/photos/beesketch/
Taffeta Darling

http://www.fl ickr.com/photos/ticticboom/
Dale De Ruiter

www.fl ickr.com/photos/5317/
Yingqing Fu
Nils.Dougan

www.fl ickr.com/photos/anable/
Florian Jirschik

www.fl ickr.com/photos/knirsch_knarz/
Joshua l

http://www.fl ickr.com/photos/joshuallaneza/
Pete Roberts

http://www.fl ickr.com/photos/22109627@N03/
UnderLocket

http://fl ickr.com/photos/26708629@N03/
Wayne Beaven

http://fl ickr.com/photos/grungehouse/

If you would like to become a fi ne member 
of our awesome team and recieve free 
high fi ves. Also up for offer is massive 

amounts of radness by association just 
visit the Magazines fl ickr page at 

http://www.fl ickr.com/groups/phraim/
or adversly you can email us at 

phraimmag@gmail.com

The Cake Is a lie: 
THS productions

Delicious box drawing:
5317 aesthetics
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our delicious innards

Outside is the section where we in raw terms we present photos that were 
taken outside. Here you will fi nd Landscape, Cityscape and everything in be-
tween. 
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editor’s letter

looks and money: Dale DeRuiter

Well it’s been a year. A year of 
beauty, pictures and you. You the 
viewer without you there would be no 
magazine. Simple as that. I wouldn’t 
mind a few more of you and maybe 
some donations but I love you all 
anyway. I just want to be rich and 
famous. Really is that too much to 
ask.

I once told a friend that I had to 
work on getting exposure. Get my 
face out there my art. My pictures. 
I wanted people to notice me and I 
still do. Really would I have a better 
reason to make this mag than that. 
After all as I told my Friend I am sick 
and tired of not being famous. 

Of course I am half joking and 
embelishing but I am also partly 
serious. On of my goals for the next 
year of Phraim is to start spreading 
the word get some more viewers, 
more of you. 

There have been times when I didn’t 
really talk about Phraim because I 
didn’t want to seem like a person 

who was bragging or trying to look 
cool. But now I am past that. Now I 
am going to embrace my ego. Instead 
of fi ghting it let it work for me. Brag 
about Phraim brag about my photos 
and my contributors photos. After all 
If I didn’t think what I was doing was 
super rad awesome. I wouldn’t do 
it anymore. I would have quit a long 
time ago. I didn’t quit because I know 
that the photos in Phraim are good 
and that everyone should see them.

I 100% endorse my own product. I 
think its rad and I am not going to be 
low key about it anymore. So what if 
I become that guy. The douche who 
wont shut up about what he does. Is 
over confi dent, thinks he way to good 
better than others. I am going to let 
you in on a little secret I’m fucking 
good. I take rad pictures and I have 
always thought so. 

One of the main reasons I got so 
into photography in the fi rst place is 
because I think the pictures I take 
are great. Looking at the art I produce 

brings me joy.
This whole thing has been wierdly 

narcissistic and I feel a wee bit guilty 
and wrong in saying how fucking rad I 
am at photography but really, comeon 
have you seen this shit. 

I am so fucking good at it. I can 
improove I know I can AND I will just 
you watch. Keep with Phraim and see.

We always welcome you and well 
we need more contributors no effi n 
around here. Although we got alot of 
good work from our contributors this 
month you can see that we had way 
fewer sources. We want a greater 
representation of whats available out 
there as far as photography goes so 
please send in you shots. As always 
you can send it to me on email at 
phraimmag@gmail.com or fi nd us 
on fl ickr at www.fl ickr.com/groups/
phraim

-Dale



Outside is the section where in 
raw terms we present photos that 
were taken outside. Here you 
will find Landscape, Cityscape 
and everything in between. 

outside
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orange sky with apartments: Dale De Ruiter
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Outside Outside

Artsy China, fi sh: Nils.Dougan
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Outside Outside

River, Moon and Lights: Dale De Ruiter
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Outside Outside

Lone Tree near New Radnor, New Years Day 2009: Pete Roberts
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Outside Outside

Mountains and Fog: Dale De Ruiter
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Outside Outside

Lake Tai horizon: Nils.Dougan
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Outside Outside

Spring: Beesketch
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Outside Outside

green trees and fog: Dale De RuiterSteel Rope: Florian Jirshik
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Outside Outside

Nutmeg: Pete Roberts
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Outside Outside

school and bench: Dale De Ruiter night plants and lights: Dale De Ruiter
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Outside Outside

dogs and beach: Dale De Ruiter
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Outside Outside

Cub Stalking: Nils.dougan
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Outside Outside

bubbles in ice: Dale De Ruiter
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Outside Outside

January: Wayne Beaven
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Outside Outside

telephone wires at night: Dale De Ruiter
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Outside Outside

branches at night: Dale De Ruiter



whipping Mia: Dale De Ruiter

People is the section for the human figure. 
Whether its portraits or action shots if it’s has a 
Human being as the subject matter this is where 
you will find it.
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People PeoplePeople

Salk Institute Silhouet: Joshua l Guard in the forbidden city: Nils.Dougan
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People People

Above Below Part 2: Nils.dougan
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People People

Janelle and lights: Dale De Ruiter
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People People

soul rebel:  Taffeta Darling@:  Florian Jirschik
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People People

my brother pissing on a lake: Dale De RuiterBlurred Janelle: Dale De Ruiter
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People People

pics taken from Thailand 6:  Yingqing Fu



Inside is the section where you’ll find anything under a 
roof. With different types of lighting and a restricted 
subect matter this is one of the toughest settings to shoot.

delicious veal: Dale De Ruiter
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Inside Inside

Artsy China, brick:  Nils.dougan
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Inside Inside

spider and window: Dale De Ruiter
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Inside Inside

jellyfi sh in aquarium: Dale De Ruiter
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Inside Inside

toothbrushes: Dale De Ruiter
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Inside Inside

crocodile with leaf: Dale De Ruiterturtle in grass: Dale De Ruiter
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Inside Inside

sea turtle in aquarium: Dale De Ruiter



one life ends and another begins

phraim issue 7 is dedicated to my late father and my new nephew


